Lesson 6-10

Example 1	Identify and Describe Samples

Identify each sample as biased or unbiased and describe its type.
Explain your reasoning.

a.	To determine how much time children spend watching TV, a parent’s magazine asks its readers to respond to an on-line survey.

	Since only parents who read the magazine will respond, the survey is biased.  The sample is a voluntary response sample since only those who wish to participate will respond.

b.	To determine the winner of a door prize at a meeting, the names of those attending the meeting are placed in a can and one name is chosen. 	

	Since the population is all those attending the meeting and each is equally likely to be chosen, the sample is a simple random sample.  It is an unbiased sample.


Example 2	Use Sampling to Predict
Color
Number
Blue
35
Red
27
green
23
a.  COLORS  A reporter publishing an article about favorite colors mailed a survey to residents in the city to find out color preferences.  One hundred fifty people responded and the results are shown in the table.  Is this sampling method valid?  If so, find how many people you would expect to prefer red if there are 2695 residents?  Explain your reasoning.

This is an unbiased and voluntary response sample since it involves only those who want to participate in the survey.  Also, only about 5.6% (150 out of 2695) of the residents responded to the survey.  Therefore, this sampling method will not produce an accurate and valid prediction of the total number of people preferring red.











b.  EXERCISE  Every tenth person leaving the local gym was surveyed about what type of exercise is most enjoyable.  Out of 75 people, 24 said weight lifting was the type of exercise they enjoy the most.  Is this sampling method valid?  If so, find how many of the 565 members of the gym you can expect to find weight lifting the most enjoyable.  Explain your reasoning. 

This is an unbiased and systematic random sample since the members are selected randomly according to a specific interval.  So, this sampling method is reasonable and will produce a valid prediction.

24 out of 75 members, or 32%, said weight lifting was the type of exercise they enjoy the most.  So, find 32% of 565.

Words		What number is 32% of 565?
Variable	Let n = the number of members who enjoy weight lifting the most
Equation	n = 0.32 × 565
n = 0.32 × 565
   = 180.8		Multiply.

So, you would expect about 181 members to enjoy weight lifting the most.

